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About This Game

It is the year 2000, and the United Nations has established several quarantine zones around the world to stem the tide of an
unknown virus pandemic. They are successful, but at a great cost.

Shortly after the containment rumor began to spread, there were tales of survivors trapped inside the quarantine zones, and of
the cause of the virus, with footage of reanimated infected corpses roaming the street. Still, no solid evidence could be found.

In order to find the cure and the origin of this infection, the United Nations deployed dozens of military, medical, and scientific
teams into the quarantine zones.

During the mission, one of the medical teams found a very important clue in the blood sample from dead livestock in the
quarantine zone, along with several images of infected corpses in the area.

But before the team could evacuate, their outpost was attacked and overrun by thousands of infected corpses. The whole
medical staff and their security team were killed, leaving all the samples and research data behind.

Not intending to send another team to meet the same fate, the United Nations called upon a private military company, highly
skilled mercenaries to retrieve the data and uncover the secret of the zone where no one had ever come back to tell the tale.
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 Customize Character
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 Use 10 types of weapons

 Buy weapons with the money earned

 Showing up to 100 zombies simultaneously on one playing screen

 Select your teammate (AI Characters) that suit your strategy
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Title: Zomborg
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
GameDevLab
Publisher:
GrabTheGames
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics with shader model 2.0 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,French,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Thai,Norwegian,Italian,German,Greek,Turkish,Simplified Chinese
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I played less than an hour but I already have enough clarity about this game's gameplay loop.

It is an isometric twin-stick shooter in which you play a soldier of your own creation, there's not much of a story, and the one
that there is relatively compelling, without being nor too bad, nor something special, or unique.

The gameplay consists of going around open levels finding objectives scattered across them and interacting with them.

for the most part this objectives are the same and there's a specific number that you must complete in order to finish the
mission.

For example, examine three tanks.

As for your enemies, you get zombies for the most part, zombies that run after you that you can shoot with weapons that you
select prior to starting each mission, these weapons have fixated stats but the vast majority of them don't really feel any
different from one and another, this is mostly because every enemy has the same death animation, in which the enemies just
drop like rag dolls only leaving massive stains of blood behind that both disappear with the corpses almost immediately right
after.

You also get grenades that you can use that send your enemies flying away, but you don't get to have that much control over
when this grenades will blow up, you can't "cook" them, nor can you really aim them, you can only hope that the movement that
preluded the throw will be accurate enough to impulse the grenade to land exactly where you wanted it.

However, given how fast the enemies are, the vast majority of times the grenade will explode after the enemies have started to
give chase to the player even if the grenade landed in the exact place you wanted it to land in the first place.

Beyond that there's not much to say.

The character doesn't have different stats to upgrade, and it moves fairly slow, there's no sprinting in this game, nor there is any
jumping.

The game also gets fairly repetitive given the issues that I've already stated above.
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This game could've been so much better had it been given more freedom to explore the open maps, instead of creating
blockades to prevent the player from reaching certain parts of these maps, the devs should have focused on giving the player a
bit more freedom of movement, allow me to jump, run, and if not, at the very least add stats that increase my speed.

Also the weapons get old fairly quick after using them, either give me the option to keep the enemy corpses and blood on the
ground for a while, whilst also increasing the spawn rate of the enemies, or alternatively give me power ups, or upgrades for my
weapons that are either temporary, or permanent, in order to keep the game fresh, and fun.

I also would've really like if the game didn't ask me to go back and forward between certain parts of the map, given how slow
the character moves.

After a while the boredom sinks in and I was just left with wonder as to why I even thought it was a good idea to have purchased
this game, I understand it was an attempt from the developers at creating something good, but it shouldn't have been as limited
of a game as it is.
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